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EETECTS OF IlKLEt' ICIEGCEPERFCMAIVCE OFAXIAL-FLOW 

By Loren W. Acker and Kenneth 5. Kleinknecht 

A flight investigation was conducted at the ITACA Lewis labo- 
ratory to study the effect of inlet ica on the performance of an 
axial-flow turbojet engine. The Tsnge of meteorological conditions 
encountered included liquid-water contents from 0.1 to 0.9 gram 
per cubic meter, sverage water-droplet sizes from 10 to 27 microns, 
an8 ambient-air temperatures from 13' to 26O F. Stratus, or layer, 
clouds were the only type of cloud structure encountered. 

The greatest effect of inlet icing on engine performance 
occurred at a liquid-water content of 0.9 gram per cubic meter, 
when the jet thrust was reduced 26 percent and the tail-pipe 
temperature was increased 160° I?. The greatest rate of deteri- 
oration in engine perfornmance occurred within the initial few 
minutes of flight in an icing condition. During prolonged flights 
in an icing condition, inlet icing was characterized by a cyclic 
growth and shedding of ice accretions. Ice accretions on the 
compressor-inlet guide vanes accounted for approximately one-half 
of the total reduction in engine perf ormsnce caused by inlet icing. 
Barge ice formations cn several occasious broke away from the sur- 
faces of the air inlet and were swept through the engine, but did 
not cause any structural damage to the compressor bla&es. 

The formation of ice on the inlets of axial-flow turbojet 
engines has long been recognized as a hazard that may produce 
serious reduotions in engine performance. A p&icularly criti- 
cal ccmponent of the engine inlet in this respect is the guide 
vanes. The guide vanes collect ice readily because of their thin 
profile ami because their large camber and close spacing present a 
large exposed frontal area. In order to protect the turbojet engine 
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against the icing hazard in flight, consideration mst also be 
giventothe Wining ccanponents of the engine inlets the front- 
main-bearing support struts, the dcme-shaped accessory housing, and 
the leading-edge region of tb engine cowling. In addition, 
unpublished data indicate that the passage of extranecus pieces of 
ice through a turbojet engine may cause structural damage to the 
campreesor blades. 

A preliminary investigation of the effect of icing on the 
performance of an axial-flow turbojet engine conducted in a wind 
tunnel under severe icing cmaitims (reference 1) indicated that 
excessive tail-pipe temperature occurred after a few minutes of 
operation. 

A flight investigation to determine the effect of natural 
icing on the perf mce of an axial-flow turbojet engine was ini- 
tiated at the HACA Lewis laboratory in January 1948. Because of 
the relatively late start, little data were obtained during this 
first winter. These data are presented in references 2 and 3. 
During the winter of 1948-49, a more extensive program was conducted, 
and perf ormance data and inlet photographs from these investiga- 
tions are presented herein. As a part of the present investiga- 
tion, heat was applied to all of the ccanponents of the engine inlet 
except the guide vanes in order to isolate the effect of icing at 
the guide vanes on angine performance. 

Two turbojet engines with lo- and ll-stage axial-flow ccm- 
pressore, respectively, were used in the investigation. The 
engines were otherwise similar, both having an annular combustion 
ohember and a two-stage turbine. The engine change was made when 
the combustion chamber failed in the lo-stage-compressor engine. 

The engine wasmounted ona etrutunderthewing and between 
the right inboard nacelle and the fuselage of a four-engine bcmiber- 
type airplane (fig. 1). The engine installation is shown in detail 
in figure 2. 
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The turbojet engine was provided with electrical anti-icing * 
boots on the inlet lip, the starter-housing dm, and the four 
front-bearing support struts. These boots were capable of pro- 
ducing heat intensities of 8 to 10 watts per square inch. Power 
for the anti-icing boots was furnished by a llO-volt alternating- 
currentauxiliarypowerplant, 

In order to allow for a reasonable rise in tail-pLpe temper- 
ature as the. engine inlet collected ice, a tail pipe of approzi- 
mately 7 percent greater axea than the stW tail ptpe was used 
for this investigation. 

Instrumentation cn the turbojet engine consisted of pressure 
tubes and thermocouples at the compressor outlet for determining 
combined compressor and cowling-inlet efficiency, and a pressure- 
and-temperature survey rake at the tail-pipe outlet for determining 
jet thruet and air flow. 

Ambient-air temperature measuremenix were made by means of a 
resistance-type bulb thermometer mounted under the fuselage of the 
airplane. This temperature bulb was shielded to elmnate radi- 
ation effects and direct impact of water droplets. 

Values of liquid-water content and average aroplet diameter 
were calculated by the rotating-multicylinder method (reference 4). 

The cylinders were*, $, 2, and 3 inches la diameter. 

Photographs of the engine inlet were obtained In flight with 
an aerial cemera body (fig. 3) fitted with a special lens and 
shutter assembly and an electronic flash unit. The camera wan 
mounted on a movable tripod, which was anchored to the side of 
the airplane fuselage approx&ately 3 feet ahead of the turbojet- 
engine inlet. One leg of the tripod was a hydraulic cylinder and 
was used to lower the camera below the engine inlet after a photo- 
graph was obtained (fig. 3). 

PROCEfIUFB 

Data on meteorological ccnditicns & the effect of icing 
on engine performance 0bt8imd awing this investigation ere pre- 
sented in the form of time-history charts for each flight. Photo- 
graphs of the engine Inlet, taken periodically during the icrzlg 
encounters, are also included. Themeteorologicaland engine- 
performancedataare summar ized in table I. 
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The meteorological variables measured included liquid-water 
content, average droplet diameter, and ambient-air temperature. 
All data were taken at,pressure altitudes from 2800 to 9300 feet, 
and the engine-thrust data were corrected to a pressure altitude 
of 6000 feet in order that a better comparison of the results 
from the various flights could be made. The total flight time in 
natural icing conditions during this investigation was approxi- 
mately 8 hours. Data for only 5 hours are shun, however, because 
of repetition of light icing conditions at liquid-water contents 
of 0.1 to 0.2 gram per cubic meter. 

The flights were made in stratus and stratocumulus clouds 
because of their frequent occurrence in the Great Lakes region 
of the United States, where the investigation was conducted. 
The data do not include icing conditions in the cumulus-type 
clouds where higher liquid-water contents are known to exist over 
relatively short horizontal distances. Durations of the icing 
encounters ranged frm 35 to 100 minutes. In order to realize 
flight durations in icing conditions of this severity, the air- 
plane was maneuvered through the icing clouds in v-~ious directions. 

Turbojet-engine performance parameters measured during the 
flights included rotational speed, jet thrust, tail-pipe temper- 
ature, weight rate of air flow, end combined efficiency of the 
compressor and the inlet cowling. Data on the combined efficiency 
were not obtained for all flights. 

The turbojet engine was operated at rotational speeds of 1000 
and 92-percent rated speed, which correspond to take-off' and 
cruising flight caaitias, respectively. One flight was made 
with the engine operating continuously at each of these two engine 
speeds and the remaining flights were made at altemting engine 
speeds. During the alternate-speed flights, meteorological and 
engine-performance data were obtained at intervals of approximately 
5 minutee. The engine inlet was photographed during the changes 
in engine speed. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIOIV 

During flights 1 and 2, heat was applied to all of the inlet 
components except the guide vanes in order to isolate the effeot 
of guide-vane icing on the engine performance. The heat intensity 
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applied to the cowling lip, the starter dome, and the front-bearing 
support struts was of the order of 8 to 10 watts per square i.noh. 

Flight 1 was made in a relatively light icrzlg condition; the 
liquid-water content varied frcm approximately 0.1 to 0.2 gr~ per 
cubic meter at an ambient-air.temperature of 13O to 16' P, with an 
average water-droplet size of 12 to 27 microns. The resulting ice 
accretions on the inlet guide vanes caused maximum reductions of 
approximately 7 end 6 percent In jet thrust and 5 and 4 percent in 
the engine air flow during a 50-minute operatfm at 100- and 92- 
percent rated angine speed, respectively, (fig. 4). The effect of 
inlet icing an tail-pipe'temperature was negligible for both engine 
speeds. 

A photograph of the engine inlet, taken approximately 25 min- 
utes after &countering icing during flight 1, is shown in fig- 
ure 5. A very light ice formation is shown on the guide vanes ad 
no ice is visible on the first stages of the oompressor stator 
blades. Other parts of the engine inlet oontained practically no 
ice because of the electric heat&g applied to these components. 

During the first part of flight 2, heat was again applied to 
all of the components of the.engine inlet except the guide vanes; 
whereas in the last part of the flight, no heat was employed. The 
purpose of this flight was to evaluate further the loss in per- 
formance due to inlet-guide-vane icing in comparison with the per- 
formance loss Incurred by icing of the entire inlet under similar 
iokq conditions. During flight 2, the range of meteorological 
conditions encountered were: liquid-water content from 0.1 to 
0.5 gram per cubic meter; average droplet size from 11 to 20 
microns, and ambient-air temperature from 22O to 26O F. 

The data obtained from flight 2 are shown in figure 6. in 
the first part of the flight, during which icing protection wan 
provided for all of the inlet components except the inlet guide 
vanes, meximum losses of 8 peroent in Jet thrust, 6 and 4 peroent in 
air flow, and a 4- and 6-percent decrease in coaupressor efficiency 
occurred during 45 minutes of operation at 100- and 92-percent 
rated speed, respectively, because of the restriction iqosed by 
ice on the guide vanes. Increase in engine tail-pipe temperature 
due to the ioe formations was negligible during this period at 
both engine speeds. 
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Ln the second part of flight 2, when no icing proteotim was 
provided for the engine air inlet, a maximum reduction of 13 and 
16 percent in jet thrust, 9 and 10 peroent in air flow, and 8 and 
6 peroent in combined ccmpressor an8 inlet efficiency ocuurtxd 
during 40 minutes of operation at lOO- and 92-percent rated engine 
speed, respectively. AccompenyLng this loss in engine performance 
was a maximum tail-pipe-temperature rise of.50' P for both engine 
speeds. 

Comparison of the results of the two phases of flight 2 
(fig. 6) revealed that ice accreticns on the carqpressor-inlet 
guide vanes accounted for about one-half the total reduotion In 
engine performance caused by ice on the air inlet. The range of 
ioing conditions remained sufficiently alike throughout the flight 
to validate this comparison. 

The series of photograph8 taken during the two parts of flight 2 
are shown in figures 7 and 8, respectively. The time intervals at 
which the photographs were taken are Indicated for ocnvenience in 
figure 6. Photographs from the first part of the flight (fig. 7) 
show the progress of the guide-vane ice formations from 11 to 
35 minutes after the 1cFng condition was encountered. 

Photographs taken during the second part of the flight (fig. 8) 
show the progress of the ice formations on the entire engine inlet, 
when no heating was applied to any of the compccnents. The guide- . 
vane iue formaticns were similar to those of the first part of the 
flight. These formations, which appeared to be clear ice built-up, 
became unstable and broke off in a continuing cycle. This cycle 
of forming and shedding occurred several times during both parts 
of flight 2, and was characteristic of all flights in the investi- 
gation. After 15 minutes of the second part of the flight had 
elapsed, however, the formations on the inlet lip and the atarter 
dome became large and the guide-vane formations appeared to stabi- 
lize. A large quantity of the water droplets was probably sepa- 
rated out of the air stream by the large crater-like formations cull 
the inlet lip and the starter dome and collected on these formatlone 
ahead of the guide vanes. 

During flights 3 to 5, in contrast to flights 1 end 2, ice 
was permitted to form on all components of the turbojet-engine air 
inlet. Flight 3 was made with the engine operating at 92-percent 
rated speed, flight 4 at NO-percent rated speed, and flight 5 

, alternately at both speeds. During flight 3, the engine was oper- 
ated for about 75 minutes. The liquid-water cantent varied froQl 
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approximately 0.4 to 0.9 grem per cubic meter, which was the high- 
est value of liquid-water content reached during the entire inves- 
tigation. Water-droplet diameters ranged from 12 to 14 microns 
and the ambient-air temperature from 17O to 22' F. Tharesulting 
ice formations on the engine inlet caused a maximum reduction of 
26 percent in thrust and a maximum increase of 160° F in tail- 
pipe temperature after 70 minutes of operation in the icing con- 
dition, as shown in figure 9. Photographs of these ice formations 
are shown in figure 10. During that part of the flight indicated 
by the dashed sections of the curves in figure 9, the icing was 
too intermittent and light to permit reliable measurements. 

The reduction in engine thrust and the increase in tell-pipe 
temperature that occurred during flight 3 are understandable from 
examination of the large ice accretions on the front-bearing support 
struts and the lsrge loose pieces lodged on the inlet guide vanes, 
as shown in figure 10(a). Ice formations can be observed on the 
first-stage stator blades of the compressor. Further penetration 
of foe formations 'in the capressor are not detectable. Soon after 
the photograph in figure 10(a) was taken, the large ice formations 
shown began to break up and pass through the engine. A photograph 
taken 6 minutes later (fig. 10(b)) shows that a large portion of 
the ice formation had disappeared. The result was an increase in 
engine thrust and a decrease in tail-pipe temperature of approxi- 
mately 50° F (fig. 9). 

In flight 4, the turbojet engine was operated at rated speed 
for 35 minutes in an icing condition in which the liquid-water 
content varied from 0.4 to 0.6 @am per cubic meter, with water- 
droplet sizes of 11 to 16 microns and an ambient-air temperature 
of about 25O F. After 22 minutes of operation in this icing oon- 
dition, the engine thrustwas reduced approximately 18 percent, 
the air flow was decreased by 12 percent, and the tail-pipe temper- 
ature was increased 20' F (fig. 11). Within *minutes after 
entering the icing uonditiaa, the engine t-at was reduced 14 per- 
cent and the rate of air flow was reduced 9 percent. This rapid 
rate of reduction in engine performance during the first few min- 
utes of exposure to the icing clouds was attributed to the fact 
that during this initial period no shedding occurred as in 
flight 2, which caused a steady.growth of the ice formation. Fol- 
lowing the initial *minute period, the process of shedding and 
rebuilding began and effectively reduoed the rate of growth of 
the _iCe. The rate of deterioration of engine performance was con- 
sequently reduced. 
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The ice formations on the engine inlet after 22 minutes of 
operation in the ioing condition of flight 4 is shown in figure 12. 
The first-stage stator blades of the ccmpressor had a light for- 
mation of ice and one second-stage stator blade evidently had an 
ice accretion at the blade root. Further penetration of ice for- 
mations into the ccanpressor is not visible. 

During flight 5, the engine was operated at lOO- and 92- 
percent rated speed for 70 minutes in an icing condition in whioh 
the liquid-water content varied frcm 0.1 to 0.5 gram per cubic 
meter, with water-droplet sizes of 10 to 18 microns and an ambient- 
air temperature of 20° to 24O F. Operation in this icing oondi- 
tion resulted in a maximum reduction of 12 and 9 percent in engine 
thrust, 7 and 5.percent-in air flow, 9 and 5 percent in ccmpressor 
efficiency and tail-pipe temperature was increased a maximum of 
40° and lO* F at lOO- and 92-percent rated speed, respectively, 
(fig. 13). Within the first minute In the icing encounter, the 
engine thrust at rated speed was reduced approximately 10 percent 
and the tail-pipe temperature increased 40° F. The initial losses 
were equivalent to the maximum losses reached during the entire 
70-minute flight, thus illustrating again that the steady growth 
of the ioe formation durjng the first few minutes of exposure to 
icing caused the greatest rate of reduction in engine performance. 
A photograph taken after approximately 23 minutes of operatim in 
this icing condition (fig. 14) shows the typical ice formations 
obtained durUg the encounter. 

After approximately 30 minutes of operation in the icing 
encounter of flight 5, the engine instantly swallowed about two- 
thirds of the inlet-lip ice formation and almost all the for- 
mations on the other inlet components. A sudden but momentary 
drop of approximately 1000 rpm in engine speed occurred. The 
quantity of ice that passed through the engine is indicated by 
a comparison of the two inlet photographs in figure 15, which 
were taken 1 minute before and 1 minute after the incident. Imme- 
diately after the ice formations passed into the engine, the jet 
thrust and the air flow partly recovered and the tail-pipe tamper- 
ature was decreased 35O F. A close inspection of the engine after 
the flight revealed no damage to the ocanpressor or stator blades. 
On several other occasions, large quantities of ice were observed 
to pass into the engine with approximately the ssme results. 

Because of the type of airplane employed, flight.speeds were 
limited to the range of 165 to 205 miles per hour. At these Speeds 
and with the range of engine power investigated, the inlet velocity 
ratio of the engine was of the order of 1.5, with the result that 
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the liquid-water content and water-droplet sizes of the air past&g 
into the inlet closely approximated free-stream conditims. At the 
considerably higher flight speeds associated with the operation of 
turbojet-powered aircraft, however, the inlet velocity ratio would 
be reduced to approximately 0.6 and thus effectively increase the 
liquid-water content in the engine inlet above that of free stream. 

8UMMAFtYOFRE8XKE8 

The folloving results were obtained with an axial-flow 
turbojet engine operating in natural icing conditions for the 
following range of meteorological conditions encountered during 
the flight investigation: liquid-water ocntent, 0.1 to 0.9 gram 
per cubio meter; water-droplet sfze, 10 to 27 microns. 

1. The ioe accretions that collected on the several components 
of the air inlet of the turbojet engIne with no anti-icing at the 
inlet resulted in reductions of engine thrust ranging from 9 to 
26 8 ercent and increases in tail-pipe temperature of from O" to 
160 F. The effects of ice accreticms 011 engine air flow end on 
the combined efficiency of the compressor and inlet diffuser were 
of approximately the ssme order of magnitude as the thrust losses. 
The greatest effeot of icing on engine performance occurred at a 
liquid-water content of 0.9 gram per cubio meter. 

2. The investigation showed that the greatest rate of dete- 
rioration in engine perf ormance caused by inlet icing occurred in 
the first few minutes of flight in an icing condition, the thrust 
of the engine being reduced as muoh as 14 percent within 1 minutes 32 
of operation in iclag oonditions. 

3. The accretions of ice on the engine inlet, particularly 
on the guide vanes and support struts, folloued a ccnttiuous cycle 
of building up and shedding. 

4. During several of the flights, light ice aocretions were 
observed on blades of the first and second stators of the compressor. 

5. The data indicated that ice accretions on the inlet guide 
vanes accounted for approximately one-half of the total reduction 
in engine performance caused by ice formations on the air-inlet 
eurfaces . 
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6. &zring several flights, unusually large ice formations on 
the several ocmpanents of the engine inlet broke away almost 
instantaneously and were swept through the engine. On one occa- 
sion, passage of the ice through the compressor resulted in a 
momentary decrease in engine speed of approximately 1000 rpm. 
Subsequent examination of the engine revealed no evidence of 
damage to the ccrmpressor stator or rotor blades. Further opera- 
tional erperienoe is considered necessary to fully evaluate the 
importance of this aspeot of the engine iaing problean. 

Lewis Flight Propulsion Iaboratcwy, 
National Advisory Cczumittee for Aeronautics, 

Cleveland, Ohio. 
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TABLR I - iTPFECT OF ICIKG OIV -m OF AXllI.A'LDW IIsTRBm ENGINE 

Liguld- Average 
water droplet 

content s-h 
g/cu 4 'tiCronS) 

Lrllbient- 
air 

mmpera- 
ture 
VW 

.l - 0.2 12 - 27 13 - 16 

.3 - .5 I.1 - 17 22 - 25 

.1 - .5 11 - 20 22 - 26 

.4 - .9 12 - 14 17 - 22 

.4 - .6 ll - 16 25 

.1 - .5 10 - 16 20 - 24 

Euratlm 
of icing 
mounter 

(mW 

50 

45 

50 

76 
35 
70 

beraant 
max.1 

92 6 
100 7' 

92 8 
loo 8 

92 16 
100 13 

92 26 
100 16 

92 9 
100 12 

r 
l?hrust 

1080 
percent 
=.I 

ir-flov 
loss 

percent 
m-1 

4 
5 
4 
6 

10 
9 

I.2 
5 
7 

ChllbFned 
anpressor 
and hiLet 
fflciencg 

loss 
(percent) 

5 
9 

. I 

0 
0 
0 
0 

50 
50 

160 
40 
10 
40 

a8’to 10 watts/sq. in. anti-iow ourrent prov&¶ed an inlet lip, r&Her dam, and fmnt- 
bear- support stats. 

@Flight made with en&m having lo-stage arial-flm cclorpressm. 
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-lOO-percent rated engine speed 

10 10 20 20 30 30 40 40 
Duration of icing period, min Duration of icing period, min 

--92.percent rated engine speed 

Figure 4. - Time history.of flight data obtained in icing oonditlon 
during flight 1. Ambient-air temperature, 13O to 16O F; droplet 
size, 12 to 27 microns; indicated afrspeed, 185 to 205 miles per 
hour; pressure altitude, 3400 to 9300 feet. 
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C- 2540 1 
_----- -_-_-- ..--- .-., . 3- 14-50 

Figure 5. - Io0fonn8tioncm ocanpr8seor-inletgLlide vanes allrhgilQ&t 1. !eime in 
ioing, 25 minutes; liquid-water cc&e&, 0.1 to 0.2 gram 
size, 12 to 7 miororm; ambient-air temperature, 13' to 16 8 

er oubio meter; droplet 
F; loss in thrust, 

6 percent. 

, 
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0 20 40 60 

Duration of icing period, min 

Figure 6. - Time history of flight data obtained in icing condition 
during flight 2. A&Lent-air temperature, 220 to 260 F; droplet 
size, 11 to 20 microns; indiaated airspeed, 170 to 180 miles per 
hour; pressure altitude, 5000 to 6400 feet, 
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(a) ElapsecI time In iofng conditions, llminutes. 

Figure 7. - Ioe formxticm an aompressor-inlet guise wanes during flight 2, with anti- 
iaing. Liquid-rater cmtqat, 0.3 to 0.5 Gem per cubic meter; droplet size, 11 to 17 
micron6;aaibient-&rtempeZTbture, 22O to 25' P; tbruat loss, 8 percent. 
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(b) Elapsed time 3n ialng conditions, 17 minutes. 

Figure 7. - oontinued. Iae formation on ccmtpressor-inlet guide vanes during flight 2, 
with anti-icing. Liquid-water content, 0.3 to 0.5 grsm per aubic meter; droplet size, 
11 to 17 microns; ambient-air temperature, 22' to 25O F; thrust loss, 8 percent. 

. 
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C- 25404 
3- 14- 50 

(a) Elapsed time in icing oonditions, 24 minutea. 

Figure 7. -Continued. Icefonnationw compressor-hl.etgufdeTanes daringflight2, 
with adxt-icing. LiquM-water content, 0.3 to 0.5 grm per cublu meter; droplet size, 
11 to 17 microns; ambient-air temperature, 22' to 25' F; thrust loss, 8 percent. 
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C- 25405 
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(a) Elapsed time in icing conditions, 35 minutes. 

Figure 7. - Concluded. Ice formatian on ccmpreseor-inlet guide venes dux!ng flight 2, 
tith anti-b-. Liqnid-water oontent, 0.3 to 0.5 gram per cribic meter; droplet size, 
11 to 17 ticro.n.9; mbient-air temperature, 22’ to 25' F; thrust loss, 8 percent. 
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C- 25406 
3- 14-50 

(a) Elapsed time Fn icing conditions, 5 minutes. 

-Figure 8. - Ice fomatlon on turboJet-engine inlet during flQht 2, without anti-icing. 
Liquid-water oontent, 0.1 to 0.5 gram per cubic meter; droplet elze, 11 to 20 ruiorons; 
ambient-air temperature, 22' tc 26O F; tbrnst loss, 13 to 16 percent. 

c 
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C-25407 
3-14-50 

(b) Elapsed time In iolng conditions, 9 minutes. 

FQure8. - contw. Ice fonmtion on turbojet-e&ne. inlet daring flight 2, tit&out 
ent14clxlg. Liquid-water content, 0.1 to 0.5 gram per cnbic meter; droplet, aize, 11 to 
20 mhrons; an&ient-air temperature, 22O to 2s0 F; thrust loss, 13 to 16 -cent. 

. 
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(c) Elapsed time In loing condPtione, 15 minutes. 

Figure 8. - Continued. Ice formation on turbojet-engine inlet during flight 2, without 
anti-icing. Liquid-uater oontent, 0.1 to 0.5 gram per cub10 meter; droplet size, 11 to 
20 microns; ambient-air temperature, 22O to 26O F; thrust loss, 13 to 16 percent. 
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(d) Elapsed time in lo- conditions, 28 minutes. 

Figure8. - Catinued. Ice farmetion on turbojet-engine Fnlet during flight 2, without 
anti-IclIlg. Liquid-water content, 0.1 to 0.5 @xm per cubic meter; droplet size, 11 to 
20micrms; embient-airtemperature, 22O to 26O F; thrust 1088, 13 to 16 percent. 
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(e) Elapsed time in icing conditions, 39 minutes. 

Figure 6. - continued. Ice formation on turbojet-engine inlet during flight 2, without 
anti-ioing. Liquid-veter content, 0.1 to 0.5 pam per cubic meter; droplet size, 11 to 
20 microns; ambient-air temperature, 22O to 26 F; thrust loss, 13 to 16 percent. 

. 
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(f) Elapsed time Inacing cona1tiom, 47 minutes. 

Figure 8. - cmc1llaea. Ic6 formation on tm-bo jet-engine inlet during flight 2, tithout 
anti-icing. Liquid-water cantent, 0.1 to 0.5 grm. per cubic meter; droplet size, 11 to 
20 DIicrons; 6aiblent-air tempemture, 22' to 26O F; tbrnet lose, 13 to 16 percent. 
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Figure 9. - Time history of flight data obtained in icing condition 
during flight 3 at 92-percent rated engine speed. Ambient-air 
temperature, 170 to 220 F; droplet size, 12 to 14 microns; indi- 
cated airspeed, 173 to 185 tiles per hour; pressure altitude, 4600 
to 5900 feet. 
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(a) Elapsed time in icing conditlcma, 70 minntee. 

Figure 10. - Ice formation on turbojet-engine inlet during fUght 3 at 9%percent rated 
speed. Liquid-water content, 0.4 to 0.9 gram per cubic meter; droplet size, 12 tc 14 
microns; ambient-air tempereature, 17' to 22' F; thrust loee, 26 percent. 



. 
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(b) Elapsed time in icing conditions, 76 minutes. 

Figure 10. - cmc1ndea. Ice formation on turbojet-engine inlet during flight 3 at 92- 
percent rated engine speed. Liquid-water content, 0.4 to 0.9 grsm per cubic meter; 
droplet size, 12 to 14 microns; ambient-air temperature, 17O to 22O F; thrust loss, 
26 percent. 
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Figure 11. t Time history of flight data obtained in ioing oondition 
during flight 4 at rated engine speed. Ambient-air temperature, 
25O F; droplet size, 12 to 16 microns; indicated airspeed, 165 to 
180 miles per hour; pressure altitude, 2800 to 5000 feet. 
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Figure 12. - Ice formations or turbojet-engine inlet at rated speed durhg flight 4. 
The in icFng, 22 minutes; liqui&water content, 0.4 to 0.6 gram per cubic meter; drop 
size, 11 to 16 microns; ambient-air temperature, 25' F; loss In thrust, 18 percent. 
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Figure 13. - Time history of flight data obtained in icing condition 
during flight 5. Ambient-air temperature, 20° to 24O F; droplet 
SIZB, 10 to 18 microns; indicated airspeed, 175 to 180 miles per 
hour; pressure altitude, 4200 to 4500 feet, . 
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Figure 14. - Ice formation op turbojet-engine inlet anrhg flight 5. Time in ickg, 23 
minutes; liquid-water content, 0.1 to 0.5 gram per cubic meter; droplet size, 10 to 8 
microns; ambient-air temperature, 200 to 24O F; t&u.& loss, 9 to 12 percent. 

. 
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(a) 1 minute before ice farmatim passed into erghe. 

Figure 15. - Ice formations on turbojet-engine inlet after approx&ately 30 mhutee of 
operation In icing condition of flight 5. 
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(b) lmlnute after ice fonnatloxm pass& into engine. 

Figure 15. - Concluded. Ice formationa on turbojet-engine inlet after approximately 
30 mI.nlltes of operation in lolllg condition of flQM 5. 
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